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Recipes for Reading: Community Cookbooks, Stories, Histories, edited by
Anne L. Bower (Boston, Mass.: University of Massachusetts Press, 1997);
Sarah Barringer Gordon, “The Liberty of Self-Degradation: Polygamy,
Woman Suffrage, and Consent in Nineteenth-Century America,” The
Journal of American History (December 1996): 815–47.

What if Mickey Mouse Isn’t Mormon?
Floyd Gottfredson. Walt Disney’s Mickey Mouse: “Race to Death Valley.” Seattle: Fantagraphics Books, 2011. 286 pp. Introductory and
supplementary materials by Warren Spector, Thomas Andrae,
Floyd Norman, David Gerstein, Giorgio Scudellari, Alberto Becattini, Frank Behmak, Mortimer Franklin, R. M. Finch, Ub Iwerks,
Win Smith and Floyd Gottfredson. Hardcover: $29.99. ISBN 978–
1–60699–441–2.
Reviewed by Theric Jepson
[Editor’s note—Please see the full-color web version of this issue at
dialoguejournal.com for examples of the referenced cartoons.]
The 2010 videogame Epic Mickey, before its release, was looking
to be one of the more controversial games of the year. And that’s
without any sex or decapitation. What made it so controversial?
Because its Mickey was a bit more adventurous and scrappy and
dangerous than the carefully controlled Mickey Mouse that developed in the animated cartoons. But that Mickey was never the
only Mickey—or even the original Mickey.
Floyd Gottfredson was a Mormon kid born in Utah who started
selling cartoons to local papers before moving to Los Angeles and
getting a job with the Disney Studio. Though hired as an inbetweener, he soon found himself assigned to the new Mickey Mouse
newspaper strip. The creative director of Epic Mickey writes that
Gottfredson’s “strips feel like what Walt [Disney] and Ub [Iwerks,
Mickey’s creators] would have done if they’d pioneered a medium of
still images rather than one of images in motion, a medium where
readers would return reliably, for weeks, even months on end.”1
It was Gottfredson’s Mickey that could inspire those looking
to recreate the character for a videogame-playing generation.
When I first approached Dialogue about reviewing the first
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volume of Fantagraphics’s beautiful new series of books collecting all the Gottfredson strips from April 1, 1930 to November 19,
1976, it was with the intention of bringing a hearty Mormon reading to his comics work. I figured that the first story (which provides the book’s title), “Race to Death Valley,” would surrender all
sorts of pioneery motifs easily applicable to Mormon Experience.
In fact, the book surrendered nothing of the kind.
Now, it may be that later volumes covering later years, in
which Gottfredson’s autonomy grew, may prove more amenable
to saintly readings, but this volume did not. In fact, I realized a
certain sense of irony when the editorial comments engaged in
embarrassing PC readings similar to what I had intended. Example: in the introduction to “Mickey Mouse and the Ransom Plot”
(July 20, 1931 to November 7, 1931) the editors feel a need to
apologize for the story “as a relic of its time,” making Gypsies into
Gypsy stereotypes, and reading into the narrative a “Gottfredson
[who] doesn’t seem to have been truly comfortable with the melodramatic tropes he was invoking.”2
Seeing another modern reader twisting the text into something closer to their own worldview repented me of my own desire
to do the same. And I decided to just read the strips as a serial
comedy-adventure and judge them on that basis.
Unfortunately, I don’t think the strips have aged that well.
Gottfredson fans insist that the first few years (as covered in this
volume) are not his best work, but I’m not sure I’m even intrigued
enough to give Mickey another shot. I don’t, in other words, want
to drop the money to purchase them myself now that I am no longer likely to receive free review copies in the mail.
However, I must remember that I am an adult, jaded and picky
and well-read in modern comics. So, although Gottfredson’s early
Mickey Mouse strips did not win my love, I do recognize his skill
and potential, and I look forward to passing the book on to my
kids and hearing them laugh their heads off in the back of the car
at jokes I could only roll my eyes at, hearing them chatter about
thrills and plot twists I found tedious.
And maybe, just maybe, if they love it enough, I’ll feel obliged
to buy volume two, Walt Disney’s Mickey Mouse: “Trapped on Treasure Island,” which came out in October.
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And maybe, if I’m lucky, Treasure Island will be a clear metaphor for Adam-ondi-Ahman.
Notes
1. Warren Spector, “The Master of Mickey Epics,” introduction to
Walt Disney’s Mickey Mouse: “Race to Death Valley,” 8.
2. “Middle-Euro Mouse,” 168.

Woodruff’s Private Mindset
Reid L. Neilson, ed., In the Whirlpool: The Pre-Manifesto Letters of
President Wilford Woodruff to the William Atkin Family, 1885–1890.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2011. 232 pp. Notes, illustrations, index, appendices. Hardcover: $29.95. ISBN: 978–0–
87062–390–5.
Reviewed by Stephen C. Taysom
When I first learned that Reid L. Neilson, the managing director
of the LDS Church Historical Department and an old friend from
BYU days, was planning to publish a few dozen letters from
Wilford Woodruff to Neilson’s ancestors in southern Utah, I was
a bit skeptical. The life of Wilford Woodruff is among the most
well-documented of any Latter-day Saint’s. Woodruff left behind
an archive that includes thousands of sermons and more than six
decades’ worth of daily journal entries. Many of the sermons and
all of the journals have been published and are relatively easy for
researchers to access. Woodruff is also among the very few LDS
presidents who have enjoyed the attention of a scholarly biographer. All of this led me to wonder why a collection of forty-six letters from Woodruff to a relatively obscure, if unf linchingly stalwart, southern Utah pioneer family was worth publishing. Before
I was finished reading the first letter in the collection, I was adequately convinced of the book’s value.
Woodruff’s life during the years between 1885 and 1890 were
difficult ones. He was advancing in age and he lamented the gradual erosion of the physical capacities that he had relied upon for
recreation and survival for his entire life. Moreover, Woodruff

